Discussion on the tumor treatment of traditional chinese medicine: Discover the new therapeutic strategy
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Abstract

This review introduced the tumor treatment of traditional Chinese Medicine, discussed its holistic view of treatment compare to approaches of targeting tumor cells. Put forward the point that restoration of the energy of patients is the main strategy for tumor therapy.

More evidence shows that tumor incidence increases annually worldwide. A majority of advanced cases tend to treatment failure [1].

Most of the western medicine doctors suppose that the tumor should be removed in order to prevent the illness further development. Therefore the surgery, radiation, and chemotherapy are applied universally in the tumor treatment based on the understanding. However, some severe side effect is often very serious. Patients undergoing therapy showed symptoms of sickness, nausea, trichomadesis, and poor quality of life. The physical condition of patients often declined instead of getting the anticipated result after completing the full course treatment [2].

Compare to western medicine, Chinese medicine consider the root cause of tumorigenesis is decline of the immunity due to energy deficiency [3]. The treatment should not be confined to removing the tumor cells alone, but instead boost the body energy levels, enhance the immunity, which is the most effective treatment [4]. Specifically, “Yin-Yang” imbalance and disequilibrium occurs in tumor patients, the weakness of “Yang” is universal in patients, which suggests blockage of the normal energy metabolism, diminished or even stagnant energy status. To some extent, tumor formation is largely due to long-term stasis of the local metabolites, the stasis leads to the blockade of local meridians, impedes normal energy flow of the network, accordingly entering a vicious cycle. The famous ancient Chinese Medicine Zhongjing Zhang put forward the “cold” is the major cause of most diseases, referred to as deficiency of “Yang.” Based on the therapeutic principles of “Yin-Yang balance”, improving “Yang” and dispelling “cold” are the main therapeutic regimen. Aim of fostering “Yang” is emphasized [5]. The treatment methods are diversity, including Chinese herbs, acupuncture and moxibustion. In the typical prescriptions, Radix aconiti carmichaeli and Ginger are the two most used presentative herbs. Many reports show their remarkable effects on strengthening and activating the “Yang”-energy in the treatment of lung and breast cancers [6,7]. The acupuncture is another important way to balance “Yin-Yang”, mainly through dredging Meridians and reconciling metabolism as well as providing significant pain relief [8]. Besides, there are some complementary therapy such as skin scraping, massage, topical ointments and cupping, which are all effective, natural and safe physical therapy.

Actually, some scientists engaged in the Western medicine already recognized that tumor is caused by the whole systemic imbalance. In 2004 and 2005, Academician of China Gu J.R. and Yang S.L. published reports in the Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences (PNAS) and Chinese Medical Journal, pointing out that tumor is a kind of disease characterized by abnormal growth of local tissues with general systemic deregulation [9,10]. Wu M.C, the reputed Chinese hepatobiliary surgeon, put forward that hepatic carcinoma is a general systemic disease; the pathological changes in liver are only local performance. He proposed combining the Chinese and Western medicine for the better therapeutic outcome, as Chinese medicine more emphasizes the holistic approach [11]. In the opinion of Chinese medicine, the patient is not considered as cured after tumor removed but only when the patients’ energy levels are restored, spiritually healed, and without any remnants of pathology. Even though the tumor resection is succeed, the symptoms is disappeared, the deficiency of “Yang” or energy still can leads to tumor relapse.

Another important view of Chinese medicine is that “the illness comes from the mind”. Our brain is like the command center of body, manage the operation of whole human body system and provide us a healthy state. Keeping the appropriate emotion is crucial for getting the best work efficiency of brain [12]. A study published in Cell in 2010 [13,14], reported the role of brain in tumor development. In this study, researchers placed a group of mice with tumors in an enriched environment (EE) with a variety of toys in the cage. Compared with the control mice, EE significantly reduced the tumor burden in the model mice of syngeneic melanoma and colon cancer. In addition, it suggested that the EE paradigm activated the hypothalamus, increased the expression of brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF), leading to preferential activation of sympathetic innervation of white adipose tissue, which in turn led to suppression of leptin expression and release via beta adrenergic receptors, decreased leptin-inhibited tumor growth. This suggested that the mental activity have a great impact on tumor
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development. Gu J.R. highlighted a three-pronged perspective in his “1/3” opinion: “1/3” of patients die of natural tumor development trend, “1/3” of patients die of over-treatment, and “1/3” of patients die of fear and depression. He told the patients, “Be happy, tumor may stay away from you”.

We may take tumor cells as defective products generated by body due to energy deficiency (Figure 1). Usually, anxiety, depression and angry etc. negative aspects cause huge consumption of energy, while happiness, tolerance and calm etc. positive thinking produce amount of energy. In the meanwhile, unhealthy diet causes increasing body fluid acidity, accumulation of waste, disruption of normal metabolism, leading to susceptible to chronic diseases [15]. On the other hand, environmental pollution, rotten soil or water, and abuse of pesticides and fertilizers, the essential nutrients are seriously depletion in the food and drinking water. The loss of nutritional also results in decrease of restore function of cells when cells damage and dysfunction [16]. The study by Nobel Prize winner M.Bishop and H.Varmus showed that the oxygen radicals are the main culprit in chemically induced carcinogenesis [17]. The normal genes in cells are converted into oncogenes by chemical carcinogens, which contribute to the abnormal cell proliferation [18].

Energy supplementation is required to improve the physical condition, enhance immunity, and support the “Yang” of body. Energy deficiency can be caused by excessive energy (E) consumption by brain, and insufficient Calorie (Q) supplement from food. (Figure 2). The energy Q is mainly produced by oxidation of food. Although we know balanced nutrition should be proportionate and comprehensive, the dietary concept and structure changed significantly according to one’s taste. People tend to intake of excessive high calorie food, such as meat, desserts, soft drink today, which generate a lot of acidic metabolic products in the body, besides, the body need additional energy for their metabolism. More importantly, the excessive intake increases the oxidative metabolites (mo) and oxygen radicals (O_2^-).

The primary purpose of food intake is to generate energy via aerobic respiration, as represented by the following equation:

\[ M + O_2 \rightarrow H_2O, 36.5^\circ C \rightarrow CO_2 + mo + O_2^- + Q \]

When the products on the right side of the equation are not promptly removed, the oxidation speed is slow, causing reduced energy production which affects the normal body metabolism. At the same time, the high level of metabolites and oxygen radicals causes cellular and molecular damage. Therefore, we call the “over oxidization and insufficient reduction” is a common metabolic problem for most of people. The corresponding approach is to supplement body with a large number of electronating agent, including vitamins, minerals, phytochemicals and other natural antioxidants, which are essential to clear excessive oxygen radicals in human body [19,20].

Chinese medicine take much count of the utilization of food on the body function, which is the foundation of the acquired constitution human body, as the processes produce the energy to support all metabolism activities [21]. “Food, pierce, acupuncture, moxibustion and medicine” are the five main traditional treatment methods, in which food ranks first. In the case of insufficient energy, the patient recovery is greatly delayed. Hippocrates said, “let the food be the medicine and the medicine be the food” [22]. So through the modern nutriology, the Chinese medicine may be understand by the Western medicine and applied in the worldwide. As the view of holism and balance, the therapeutic way is a process of body restoration rather than overtreatment is worthy to be studied.

In our opinion, the proper tumor therapy constitutes two parts: “autonomous therapy” and “supportive therapy”. The former mainly relies on patients’ understanding of disease and self-management, including stopping the inappropriate thoughts and incorrect lifestyle, such as limited exercise, late-night activity, overwork and unhealthy dietary habits. Correcting the negative habits or psychology plays a key role in reducing energy E consumption, may affect 70% of the therapeutic effect. Just as the old saying, “illness comes or goes dependent on the mind”. The “supportive therapy” is the methods aim to help patients with better life plan as diet, rest, exercise, dredging the main and collateral channels and improve the energy Q. The good effect can only be attained though the two approaches by active both of doctors and patients effort. Particularly, it should be mentioned that the patient is play the leading role in a doctor-patient relationship and the whole process of therapy, as doctors cannot substitute for patients’ efforts in altering their own psychological condition.

It is notable, the concept of “participatory medicine” representing patients’ thoughts has been paid attention now [23]. It refers to spiritual guidance for patients and doctor-patient interactions. In addition to
focusing on tumor itself, it's necessary to engage the patient physically and mentally in the treatment. The misconceptions or improper practice by some clinicians who are obsessed with the disease itself more than the patient may need be corrected [24].
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